An algebra ~ is finitely presented if there is a finite set G of generator symbols, a finite set 0 of operator sym-
The uniform word problem, the finiteness problem, the triviality problem (whether ~ is the one element algebra), and the subalgebra membership _problem (whether a given element of ~ is contained in a finitely generated subalgebra of ~) for finitely presented m algebras are shown to be ~log-COmplete for P. The schema satisfiability problem and schema validity problem are m shown to be Slog-COmplete for NP and co-NP, respectively. Finally, the problem of isomorphism of finitely presented algebras is shown to be polynomial time many-one equivalent to the problem of graph isomorphism.
Introduction
In this paper we study the complexity of some decision problems of finitely presented algebras, a class of simple algebraic structures.
An algebra ~ is finitely presented if there is a finite set G of generator symbols, a finite set 0 of operator s ymbol~ of various finite arities, and a finite set F of axioms or defininq relations of the form x where x and y are well-formed terms over G and O, such that dis isomorphic to the free algebra on G and 0 modulo the congruence induced by F. That is, if T is the free algebra (algebra of terms) over G and O, and E F There is a strong relationship between finitely presented algebras and the finite tree automata of Thatcher and Wright 12 and Doner 13. This relationship is summed up in the following theorem, analogous to a theorem of Nerode 9 regarding the representation of regular sets over a semigroup. Theorem L is a regular tree language (accepted by a finite tree automaton) over T iff L is a union of congruence classes of a finitely generated congruence relation on T of finite index.
• Moreover, all congruence classes of any finitely generated congruence, finite index or not, are regular tree languages. The set of terms representing a single element of a finitely presented algebra is such a class.
Finite tree automata appear in diverse settings. Not only do they have a substantial theory of their own (see [10, 11] for a good bibliography), but they have also been used in logic to show the decidability of some second order theories 12'13'14 and in formal language theory to study derivation trees of context free grammars (see [i0,ii] • Denote the set of terms by T. Variables w,x,y,z will range over terms.
T may be viewed as the domain of an algebra with operations 0 defined by
In this light we will refer to T as the free algebra on M. The root of the transformation in x + y is the root of the subtree replaced. We say the entire tree is replaced in x + y if the subtree of x that is replaced is the whole tree x.
• Definition Let F be given.
The following sets will be used throughout: R F = {x I there is an axiom y ~ in F and x 4 y}.
• Thus R F is the set of terms appearing in the presentation, and r F are the elements of the presented algebra represented by terms in R F.
The subscript F will be omitted when understood.
It is assumed the reader is familiar with the complexity classes P,NP, etc.,
the reducibilities <lo'g and <m _ _ , and the P notion of completeness.
3. Problems complete for P
The obvious first task is to determine the complexity of deciding whether two terms represent the same element of the algebra.
Definition
The word problem is the set wp = {<r,x,y> i x~ y}.
• WP more accurately would be called the uniform word problem, since the presentation F is an input parameter.
Theorem i WP 6 P.
Proof
Let <F,x,y> be input. Let F + be the graph F plus the vertices and edges + of x and y.
Let R = RF+. We will describe a polynomial time algorithm to construct a new undirected edge set E F+ + on so that Vz,w 6 R , the roots of z and w are connected by an E edge henceforth zEw) iff z ~.
+
Step 0.
Add edges wEw, w6R Add edges wEz for all axloms "w ~. 
Case 2:
The entire tree is never , replaced in y ÷ @yl...ym.
• .z m and each Then y = @z I . ziHy i.
But each y. ii) no axiom of the form aHx occurs, where a 6 G and a does not occur in x.
• Lemma 25
There is a polynomial time algorithm which for input r gives an equivalent reduced F*.
Proof
Given R F, find all congruent pairs, using the word problem algorithm of Theorem i. Repeat the following two steps until no more changes occur:
If @Xl'''Xm ~ @Yl'''Ym is an If a H x is an axiom, a 6 G, and a does not occur in x, replace all occurrences of a in other terms of R r with pointers to x, and eliminate the axiom aHx. E.g.
becomes
We claim first that this algorithm is polynomially time bounded. Note that step ~) occurs at most n times, since each time, a generator symbol disappears. Hence for notational convenience and without loss of generality, we will assume 0 F = 0 a and the correspondence is given by identity.
We first define an fl: TF ÷ TA sat- Let us take f(x) = fl(x) for x K R F.
We need only to find, for every x 6 RF, a y E R A such that y H A fl(x) ; then we can take f(x) = y, and ii) will hold, but f will satisfy i) , since Vx f(x) H A fl(x) ISOM ~m isomorphism of labeled P directed graphs.
Proof
Given an instance of ISOM <F,~>, reduce F and A to get F* and ~*, and then form the graphs XF* and XA*. By Lemmas i0 and 25, this can be done in polynomial time.
Then by Theorems 27 and 28 and Lemma 24, d
~ ~ iff rF* = rA* iff XF* = XA*.
Again, it is rather remarkable that isomorphism of possibly infinite structures should reduce to that of finite ones unlike previous results in this area. 15'16 _m The = equivalence of graph isomor-P phism and ISOM should be of great interest to those who believe graph isomorphism is NP complete. It is clear that graph isomorphism is in NP, but the form of the problem is so restricted (i.e., two graphs with the same numbers of vertices of each in-and out-degree) that standard reduction techniques fail to show even that it is hard for P.
However, there are no such restrictions on the form of instances of ISOM, and it is quite trivial to show ISOM is P-hard:
Theorem 30 m ISOM is S -hard for P. log Proof Use ~he ]'" of Theorem 5 and a presentation of the trivial algebra.
• Thus it would surely be easier to show that ISOM, the more general of the two problems, is NP-hard.
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